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Users’ locations are extremely valuable for urban system study!
However

Locations are currently everywhere…
And

Users can go all over the city…
But 

On the surface, 
This tells us relatively little about the nature and meaningful of these locations…

So
How can we extract those meaningful locations from the data?



Bottom-up approach:

Identify meaningful locations from mobile technology, or 
more specifically speaking, from Social Media Data, based 
on its temporal and spatial features.  

First Objective



Social MediaTwitter



Singapore
- Area: 725.1 square kilometres
- Population: 5.6 million residents



Singapore

A grid with cell sizes of 750m yields a 
total number of 1,942 cells in Singapore, 
each cell (from now on: location) has its 
own identified ID.

Around24.5 million tweets sent from

around 359k users in Singapore
between July 2012 and July 2015.







Such as year, month, day, day of the 
week, hour of the day, etc.

Deriving time related 
variables from Timestamp

Set pre-conditions to keep 
meaningful users

Split activity into different 
time frames

Weight and score the 
variables

Extract the ‘home’ location 
based on the score

Custom Model



Ø Based on spatial-temporal features
§ Calculate the weight of posted tweets or tract activity across different time 

frames (e.g., Ahas et al. 2010, Efstathiades et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2018, etc.)

Ø Based on often-available social network 
§ Use the user’s friend network and tie strength (e.g., Jurgens 2013; McGee et al. 

2013;  Hironaka et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2016, etc.)

Ø Based on actual-content estimation
§ Detect the actual content of social media messages or user profiles  (Hecht et 

al. 2011; Chandar et al. 2011; Chang et al. 2012, etc.)

Current State-of-the-Art



Ø Wide variety of different approaches without a clear ‘best-practice’.

Ø Difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of each approach as a ‘ground-
truth’ most often doesn’t exist.

Ø Algorithms are not always discussed in detail in publications, which 
makes comparing algorithms as well as reproducing work difficult.

Ø Difficult to evaluate the robustness of subsequent findings due to the 
terms and conditions that often prevent the sharing of social media data.

Problems Faced



R Package: HOMELOCATOR

Ø Provide a consistent framework and interface for the adoption of 
different approaches to meaningful location identification 
§ Approach can be written as a ‘recipe’, which make it easy to be used 
§ Make comparison across different algorithms become possible 
§ Functions of the package are flexible enough for people to create new variables or 

tune the existing variables’ thresholds of the recipes 

Second Objective



User ID Location Timestamp

User ID Location Timestamp

User ID Location Timestamp

User ID Location Timestamp

User ID Location Timestamp

User ID Location Timestamp

… … …

Three specific attributes are needed for each data point 



User ID
….

Location
…

Timestamp
…

Month of the 
Year

o Jan 
o Feb 
o Mar
o Apr
o …
o Dec

Day of the 
Week

o Mon
o Tue
o Wed
o Thu
o …
o Sun

Hour of the 
Day

o 1
o 2
o 3
o 4
o …
o 23

Time Frame

o Morning
o Afternoon
o Evening
o Work
o Rest
o Leisure

Time Period

…

Timestamp



Parallel Computing





• Four approaches focused on
residential (home) locations

• 22174 (6.18%) users have been
assigned a location by all four
algorithms (common users)

• 13233 (59.68%) users get
assigned the same home location
even though the approaches are
quite distinct

• The package opens the door for
comparing across different
algorithms .

Results



• Strong linear correlation (R = 
0.96) between the normalized 
number of inferred residents 
and the normalized number 
of actual residents in 
Singapore

• Combination of algorithm is a
fruitful way to infer the
underlying the geography of a
population and thus further
be used in analysis of urban
processes

Results



Outline an ensemble approach to inferring meaningful locations from geotagged social 
media content through a ‘homelocator’ R packageOutline

The resulting spatial patterns from the ensemble approach closely correlated to the actual 
population distribution Evaluate

Make

Increase transparency and reproducibility of work that relies on the inference of meaningful 
locationsIncrease

- Apply the methods to the current social media climate like cell phone mobility data. 

- Extracted meaningful locations will be used to analyse and predict urban mobility patterns, 
for different groups of people and for different neighbourhoods.

Future work

Make comparison across different approaches and algorithms 
• Easier
• More accessible
• More customizable

Conclusion
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